Motorhome General Information & Policies
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• Seminole Boosters who drive fully self-contained motorhomes to the home football games and who contribute at the Legacy Chief ($25,000), Platinum Chief (min $13,000), Golden Chief (min $6,500), Silver Chief (min $3,250) or Tomahawk (min $1,300) levels are eligible to park their motorhome in the designated lots the weekend of home football games.

• We do not provide motorhome parking for individuals who are not a current Booster at the minimum of a Tomahawk level or above.

• The fee for the motorhome is $125 per home game weekend and the car tow fee is $25. **PLEASE NOTE WE DO NOT GIVE REFUNDS OR CREDITS ONCE YOUR LOT AND SPACE HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED.**

• Each lot will have marked and numbered 20 x 40 spaces with 50 amps, 30 amps, and 20-amp electrical service. Adapters must be furnished by the motorhome owner. NO GENERATORS are to be used in the lots. For spaces which back up to each other, electrical service has been upgraded so all plugs can accommodate 50 amps.

• Each space in Lot A has water hook-ups. Lots B, C, and D have water stations available.

• The motorhome lot is for fully self-contained, self-supporting, self-propelled, Class A, Class B or class C RV’s. No towed RV’s (5th wheels) or Sprinter/Passenger Vans permitted.

• Lots open at 10:00 a.m. on Friday and close Sunday at 12:00 p.m. for a typical Saturday game. Lot days and times may be altered for games taking place on days other than Saturday which will be outline on the registration form.

• Beginning Monday morning of the game week at 9:00 AM you are attending, please visit http://boosters.fsu.edu/benefits#motorhome to register online for motorhome parking. The deadline to reserve a space is Tuesday at 12:00 PM. An email will be sent to registrants on Wednesday evening informing them as to whether they were able to obtain a reserved space and what that space assignment is, or whether we were unable to assign them a space and when their refund will be processed. Space assignments will no longer be available for viewing online. If you missed the deadline, spaces will be filled on a first come, first served basis upon entry at the gate starting the Friday before the game.

• Due to complications in the past we will unfortunately be unable to receive reservations through e-mail. All reservations must be made online.
• Motorhome assignments will be done based on annual fund level, and then by priority points within that level. Legacy and Platinum Golden Chiefs will be assigned first, Golden and Silver Chiefs second, and then finally Tomahawks third. If there are not enough spaces for Golden Chiefs and Silver Chiefs in their designated lots they will AUTOMATICALLY be issued a space in the Tomahawk lot. Please note if your choices are not available, you will be assigned the next available space. Please check the email you registered with on Wednesday evening to find out which space you have been assigned.

• If you fail to get your reservation form in by the deadline (Tuesday at 12:00 p.m.) you may pay when you arrive at the gate by cash or check and you will be assigned a space (ONLY IF SPACES ARE AVAILABLE) that has not already been reserved.

• Each Tomahawk, Silver Chief, Golden Chief, Legacy Chief, and Platinum Chief Booster may only reserve one motorhome space per game.

• Any reserved spaces not filled by two hours prior to kickoff will be released. If you arrive later than two hours prior to kickoff and your space has been released, you may then be subject to first come first served basis.

• **SUV, pick up, van, suburban for $25.00.** The extra vehicle will require a permit with the motorhome reserved space number on it. The extra vehicle permit must be kept ON THE ASSIGNED SITE and not parked in any other space. No vehicles but permitted vehicles will be allowed in the motorhome lots.

• **NOTE:** The intent of the extra vehicle permit is to allow you mobility around town during your football weekend. It is not intended for you to give/sell to others who do not qualify for football parking. Unauthorized use undermines Boosters and is unfair to our many thousands who support the Seminole program. Failure to observe the intent of this policy could result in a suspension of your right to use the motorhome lot. If there is a vehicle found in the lot without a motorhome car permit it will be towed at the owner’s expense.

• Due to safety concerns and incidents in past years, we no longer allow **any** recreational vehicles to be in use inside the motor home lots. Recreational vehicles/devices include mopeds, hover boards, golf carts, go-carts, & three (or) four wheelers.

• No motorcycles.

• Because we provide electrical hook-ups, no generators are allowed in the motorhome lots.

• Our motorhome lot is for Seminole fans to tailgate only. It is not to be used for any commercial endeavors.

• Pets are welcome. They must be leashed or caged on the motorhome site or in the motorhome. In no case will pets be left unattended outside the motorhome. Walking pets on a leash is acceptable, but the owner must clean up after the pet and dispose of waste appropriately. **(NOTE:** We received complaints that some owners did not clean up after their
pets. Please be considerate of your fellow motorhome neighbors and be responsible).

• Rights of all game weekend permit holders will be respected. Inappropriate behavior by
  the permit holder or the permit holder’s guests will not be tolerated. If the behavior does not
  change upon request, the site can be reported to security or parking personnel by site number
  for action (spoken word, written notice, permit cancellation and/or eviction).

• It is not the intent of the policy to outlaw playing catch with footballs or Frisbees, and
  having a party, but is an effort to recognize and respect your fellow Seminoles using the facility.

• Fighting, abusive language or abusive actions toward fellow parking lot users, University
  officials, or security personnel can result in immediate expulsion.

• For those spending the night at the facility, it is reasonable to expect that loud noise,
  voices, pets or music will subside at a reasonable hour to respect the rights of others.